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A B S T R A C T 

We present the disco v ery of highly collimated radio jets spanning a total of 355 kpc around the nearby elliptical galaxy NGC 2663, 
and the possible first detection of recollimation on kiloparsec scales. The small distance to the galaxy ( ∼28.5 Mpc) allows us to 

resolve portions of the jets to examine their structure. We combine multiwavelength data: radio observations by the Murchison 

Widefield Array (MWA), the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP) and the Australia Telescope Compact 
Array (ATCA), and X-ray data from Chandra , Swift , and SRG/eROSITA. We present intensity, rotation measure, polarization, 
spectral index, and X-ray environment maps. Regions of the southern jet show simultaneous narrowing and brightening, which 

can be interpreted as a signature of the recollimation of the jet by external, environmental pressure, though it is also consistent 
with intermittent active galactic nuclei or complex internal jet structure. X-ray data suggest that the environment is extremely 

poor; if the jet is indeed recollimating, the large recollimation scale (40 kpc) is consistent with a slow jet in a low-density 

environment. 

K ey words: galaxies: acti ve – galaxies: jets – radio continuum: general. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

GN jets are highly collimated outflows of relativistic plasma, 
enerated from the accretion of material on to a supermassive black 
ole (SMBH) in a galactic centre. SMBHs are believed to exist in all
lliptical galaxies and spiral galaxy bulges (Kormendy & Richstone 
995 ; Magorrian et al. 1998 ). Relativistic jets launched from SMBHs
ave been observed on scales from parsecs to megaparsecs, interact- 
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ng with cosmic environments from the immediate neighbourhood 
f the accretion disc to the intracluster and intergalactic medium. 
Understanding AGN jets is crucial for characterizing the effect of 

lack holes (BHs) on the formation of structure in the Universe,
specially the high-mass end of the stellar-mass function. For 
alaxies in dark matter haloes more massive than 10 12 M �, heat and
utflowing material from AGN are believed to be the most important
orm of feedback against baryon collapse and star formation (Croton 
t al. 2006 ; Nelson et al. 2019 ) 

How do AGN jets interact with their cosmic environment? A 

ange of physical processes affect the jet’s dynamics and stability. 
s the initially o v erpressured jet streams away from the centre
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f the galaxy, its pressure decreases with distance from the jet
ase. Eventually, it reaches the critical point where the jet pressure
alls below the pressure of the external environment. The pressure
ismatch can drive an oscillation in the width of the jet, causing

t to narrow and brighten with a characteristic length-scale. This
henomenon is called recollimation (see, e.g. G ́omez et al. 1997 ;
omissarov & Falle 1997 ; Mizuno et al. 2015 ). A parsec-scale

et recollimation is suggested in both, distant ( z = 6.1) blazar
SO J030947.49 + 271757.31 (Spingola et al. 2020 ) as well as

n nearby galaxies M 87 (Asada et al. 2014 ) and 1H 0323 + 342
Hada et al. 2018 ). 

The study of recollimation phenomena, then, can shed light on
oth the origin of jets, and the impact of AGN on galaxy formation.
here are (at least) two scenarios that could produce recollimation.
he first involves an underpressured jet, relative to the surrounding
edium. The second scenario involves a steep drop in the ambient

ressure (Daly & Marscher 1988 ). 
NGC 2663 is an elliptical galaxy at a distance of 28.5 Mpc ( z =

.0067, Willick et al. 1997 ), whose jets span 355 kpc from one
nd to the other. This makes it one of the largest radio galaxies
in projected angular size) in the nearby Universe ( ∼200 Mpc), with
bsolute optical magnitude of −19.94. NGC 2663 contains a gaseous
isc, but does not have an obvious stellar disc. NGC 2663 has a
ompact central radio source (see, e.g. Danziger & Goss 1983 ; Sadler,
enkins & Kotanyi 1989 ). The velocity of gas rotation is very low,
nd stellar rotation is not detected (Ricci, Steiner & Menezes 2014a ).
sing the optical spectral classification from Veilleux & Osterbrock

 1987 ), we find that optical spectral emission-line ratios obtained by
icci, Steiner & Menezes ( 2014b ) strongly suggest that NGC 2663
ontains an AGN. It exhibits a large metallicity gradient, and the
erived (Mg/Fe) abundance ratio is higher than Solar. Na D lines
ave not been detected, which indicates that the light from its nucleus
s not significantly affected by the interstellar medium (ISM) (Ricci
t al. 2014a ). 

Here, we present a multiwavelength study of NGC 2663 from
adio to X-ray, seeking to understand the jet and its effect on its
alactic environment. Section 2 describes the instruments and data.
n Section 3, we present our observational results, divided into six
ubsections: jet structure, polarization, spectral index, environment,
ost galaxy, and X-ray emission. In Section 4, we discuss theoretical
odels that can explain our observations of NGC 2663. Section 5 ,

n anticipation of future recollimation candidates in the Evolutionary
ap of the Universe (EMU) survey, discusses how NGC 2663 would

ppear if it were observed at larger distances. 

 OBSERVATIONS  A N D  DATA  

n this section, we present observations of NGC 2663 at radio
avelengths from MWA at 200 MHz, ASKAP at 1520 MHz,
ustralia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) at 1384 and 2368 MHz,

he H I Parkes All Sky Survey (HIPASS), and the Very Long Baseline
rray (VLBA) at 2300 and 8400 MHz. We also present data at

nfrared wavelengths from the Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer
 WISE ), at optical wavelengths from the Hubble Space Telescope
 HST ), at UV wavelengths from Swift , and in the X-ray regime from
handra , eROSITA, and Swift . A summary of the observations is
iven in Table 1 . 

.1 Murchison widefield array 

bservations were carried out using the MWA (Tingay et al. 2013 ),
ocated at the Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory, as part of
NRAS 516, 1865–1880 (2022) 
he GaLactic and Extragalactic All-sky MWA eXtended (GLEAM-
) surv e y (Hurle y-Walker et al. in preparation). At the time of

hese observations, the telescope had 128 dipole tiles (110 online
uring observations), spread across 5.5 km (Phase II; Wayth et al.
018 ), with a primary beam of 30 ◦ full width at half-maximum
ower (FWHM) and a synthesized beam of ≈1 arcmin FWHM at 
00 MHz. 
The MWA uses a two-stage polyphase filter bank to channel-

ze the data. The first stage separates the 30.72-MHz bandwidth
nto 24 × 1.28 MHz coarse channels while the second stage
reaks up each coarse channel into 128 × 10 kHz fine channels.
LEAM-X observed in a series of drift scans, one per night,

terating through each 30.72-MHz channel between 72 and 231 MHz,
hanging every 2 min. For this work, we used observations taken
 v er UTC2018-02-04 15:30–16:38, UTC2018-02-20 14:27–15:35,
nd UTC2018-05-03 10:04–10:52 at 170–200 and 200–231 MHz,
omprising 112 min of integration, but at heterogeneous sensitivity
ith the source appearing in different regions of the primary 
eam. 

The data were calibrated on a sky model based on GLEAM ExGal
Hurley-Walker et al. 2017 ), and further refined by using one round of
elf-calibration on an initial CLEAN using WSCLEAN (Offringa et al.
014 ). The final imaging was performed with a Briggs’ ‘robust’
eighting of 0.0 (Briggs 1995 ), forming a mask at three times the

ocal root-mean-square noise of the residuals σ , then cleaning down
o 1 σ inside the mask, and producing a multifrequency synthesis
mage across each 30.72-MHz band. The 200–231-MHz images
ere convolved to the same angular resolution as the 170–200-MHz

mages (0.8 × 1.0 arcmin 2 ) and combined using the mosaicking
oftware SWARP (Bertin et al. 2002 ). The final flux density scale was
ested against that of GLEAM ExGal for sources with signal-to-noise
atio > 30, and the median integrated flux density ratio was found to
e 0.91 ± 0.06. 

.2 The Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder 

he ASKAP (Johnston et al. 2008 ; Hotan et al. 2021 ) is located at
he Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory in Western Australia.
ach of the 36 antennas is equipped with a phased array feed (PAF)

Schinckel et al. 2012 ) giving it a field of view of ≈25 degrees 2 .
ur data were taken with the Square 6 × 6 footprint, a pitch
f 0.9, and a footprint rotation of 45 ◦. They were observed on
019 April 10 at a central frequency of 1520.5 MHz with 288 MHz
f bandwidth in continuum mode (1-MHz channel widths) using a
osaic of four dithered exposures around NGC 2663 with resolution

f 6.0 × 5.1 arcsec 2 . All data were processed using ASKAP SOFT

Guzman et al. 2019 ) for calibration and imaging. 
The observations were taken as part of the commissioning of the

igh band of ASKAP (McConnell et al. 2016 ) and 23 antennas were
nline with a maximum baseline of 6 km. They were taken in full
olarization, and observations of PKS B1934–638 were performed
mmediately adjacent in time to the target field for purposes of
nstrumental calibration. The calibration observation contained one
alibrator scan of duration 5 min at the centre of each of the 36 PAF
eams. 
We performed a first-order image–plane correction for the leak-

ge in all Stokes parameters. After that correction on top of
osaicking on the basis of the brightest unpolarized source near
GC 2663, it appears that the Stokes I leakage can be constrained

o < 0.7 ± 0.2 per cent. This is consistent with results from other
SKAP imaging work done within the POSSUM project (i.e.
nderson et al. 2021 ). We rejected the mid-band channels affected
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Table 1. Telescopes and observation details used for NGC 2663. 

Radio observatory Date Frequency Bandwidth FoV Resolution PA 

(MHz) (MHz) (degrees 2 ) (arcsec 2 ) ( ◦) 

ASKAP 2019 Apr 10 1520 288 25 6.0 × 5.1 79.4 
ATCA 2020 Sep 30 5500 2048 0.4 15.6 × 6.7 −6.5 
ATCA 2020 Sep 30 9000 2048 0.4 9.1 × 3.6 −5.0 
MWA 2018 Feb 4, 20; Mar 5 200 61.44 30 64.4 × 49.0 151.6 
VLBA 2009 − 2018 2300 and 8400 32 0.005 < 0.004 −28.3 

X-ray observatory Date Observing time 
(s) 

Energy band 
(keV) 

FoV 

(arcmin 2 ) 
Resolution 
(arcsec 2 ) 

Chandra 2011 Jul 12 7500 0.5 −7 30 × 30 0.5 
eROSITA / 2020 May 11–18 262 0.1 −8 25 15 
Swift 2018 Sep 2,16 750, 483 0.3 −10 23.6 × 23.6 18 
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y radio–frequency interference (RFI) and then created a rotation 
easure (RM) synthesis map (Brentjens & de Bruyn 2005 ). 

.3 Australia Telescope Compact Array 

e used ATCA observational data from project C3370 that were 
aken on the 2020 September 30 in the 6B array configuration, 
ith the shortest baseline between two antennas of 214 m. These 
bservations used a bandwidth of 2048 MHz centred at frequencies 
f 5500 and 9000 MHz, for which the largest well-imaged structure
ave the angular sizes of 80 and 44 arcsec, respectively. 
The observations totalled ∼12 h of integration time in each band. 

KS B1934–638 was used as the primary (absolute flux density and 
andpass) calibrator, and PKS B0826–373 was used as the secondary 
time-varying gains) calibrator. The MIRIAD 

1 (Sault, Teuben & 

right 1995 ) and KARMA 

2 (Gooch 1995 ) software packages were 
sed to reduce and analyse the data. Images were formed using
IRIAD and the multifrequency synthesis tasks (Sault & Wieringa 
994 ) with a Briggs weighting of robust ( R = 0) parameter for both
he 5500- and 9000-MHz images. Both images were deconvolved 
sing MFCLEAN and primary beam correction was applied afterwards. 
he 5500-MHz image has a resolution of 4 × 4 arcsec 2 , while the
000-MHz image has a resolution of 2 × 2 arcsec 2 . We also note
n effect of the primary beam correction and the uv limitation in the
uter region the ATCA images. 

.4 Very long baseline array 

he galaxy NGC 2663 has been observed by the VLBA operated by
he National Radio Astronomical Observatory (NRAO). The VLBA 

s a network of ten 25-m radio telescopes located across the United
tates (Napier et al. 1994 ). This network regularly participates in 

he observing program organized by the International Very Long 
aseline Interferometry (VLBI) Service (IVS) (Schuh & Behrend 
012 ). The goal of this project is to measure high-precision absolute
ositions of weak radio sources. Observations are done in dual- 
requency mode ( S band, 2300 MHz, and X band, 8400 MHz), but S
and is used only to calibrate very fast fluctuations of the ionosphere.
here are five IVS experiments between 2009 and 2018 in which 

he galaxy NGC 2663 was successfully detected as IERS B0843–
36 (Table 2 ) – RDV75 (2009 May 13), UF001H (2017 May 1),
F001S (2017 October 9), UF001T (2017 October 21), UG002F 
 ht tp://www.at nf.csiro.au/comput ing/soft ware/miriad/
 ht tp://www.at nf.csiro.au/comput ing/soft ware/karma/

e

3

2018 April 29). Where RDV stands for ‘Research and Development 
LBI’, while the other letters (UF and UG) are internal designations

or VLBA experiments. Numbers 001, 002 stand for proposal term, 
nd the following letters (A, B,..., H) are the serial number of an
xperiment. Correlated VLBI observations available at the IVS data 
ere processed by the OCCAM software (Titov, Tesmer & Boehm 

004 ) using the standard procedure of the VLBI data reduction
ecommended by the International Earth Rotation Service (IERS) 
Petit & Luzum 2010 ). 

The positions of 303 so-called ICRF3 defining radio sources were 
xed (Charlot et al. 2020 ), and positions of all other sources were
stimated in each of these five experiments separately. The coordinate 
stimates for the peak brightness position of NGC 2663 vary within
 mas o v er these fiv e epochs, while the formal 1 σ error is between
.7 and 1.7 mas in RA, and between 2 and 5 mas in Dec. We thus
onclude that the observed positional variations are below the 3 σ
hreshold, so the radio source NGC 2663 is astrometrically stable. 

.5 Hubble Space Telescope 

e have also accessed HST observations from the Hubble Le gac y
rchive (Proposal ID 11219). These observations are from 2007 Oc- 

ober 30 and the total exposure time is 1151.84 s. The wide-field
amera 3 H is used with the IR Wide–Band (W) Filter F160W that
o v ers 1400–1700-nm range and ef fecti ve resolution is 0.3 arcsec. 

.6 Chandra X-ray obser v atory 

GC 2663 was the target of a pointed observation made with the
handra X-ray Observatory on 2011 July 12. The observation was 
ade using the ACIS-S3 chip in very faint mode. The archi v al data set
as downloaded from the Chandra data archive 3 and processed using 

he CIAO Interactive Analysis of Observations (CIAO) software 
ackage (Fruscione et al. 2006 ) Version 4.12 (CALDB Version 
.9.1). The CIAO tool CHANDRA REPRO was used to reprocess the
ata set with the latest calibration: in addition, standard light-curve 
ltering to address the effects of any background flares was applied

o the data set. After this processing, the ef fecti v e e xposure time of
he observation was ∼ 7.5 kiloseconds. The CIAO tool DMXTRACT 

as used to extract a spectrum and a light curve of the central
uclear source while the CIAO tool FLUXIMAGE was used to produce
xposure-corrected images of the central source. The results of our 
MNRAS 516, 1865–1880 (2022) 

 http://cda.harvard.edu 

http://www.atnf.csiro.au/computing/software/miriad/
http://www.atnf.csiro.au/computing/software/karma/
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M

Table 2. VLBA observations of NGC 2663. 

Date RA (J2000) (h m s) σRA (s) Dec. (J2000) ( ◦ ′ ′′ 
) 

σDec. 

(arcsec) 

2009 May 13 08 45 08 . 144 446 0.000 082 −33 47 41 . 0636 0.0046 
2017 May 1 08 45 08 . 144 501 0.000 047 −33 47 41 . 0666 0.0020 
2017 Oct 9 08 45 08 . 144 585 0.000 111 −33 47 41 . 0678 0.0035 
2017 Oct 21 08 45 08 . 144 428 0.000 081 −33 47 41 . 0639 0.0031 
2018 Apr 29 08 45 08 . 144 510 0.000 056 −33 47 41 . 0655 0.0032 
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maging and spectroscopic analysis of this observation are presented
n Subsection 3.5.1 . 

.7 Neil Gehrels Swift Obser v atory 

he Neil Gehrels Gamma-Ray Burst Explorer Mission Swift (Gehrels
t al. 2004 ) observed NGC 2663 on 2018 September 2 and 16 for 750
nd 483 sec, respectively (target ID 3109192). The observations with
he Swift X-ray Telescope (XRT, Burrows et al. 2005 ) were obtained
n photon-counting mode (pc mode, Hill et al. 2004 ). Source counts
ere extracted with xselect in a circular region with a radius of
7 arcsec, and background counts in a nearby source-free region
ith a radius of 236 arcsec. Due to the small number of counts (16 in

otal), we combined the data of two observations into one source and
ackground spectrum. The auxiliary response files were created from
ach source spectrum with xrtmkarf and combined into one with the
tool addarf . For the spectral analysis, we use Cash statistics (Cash
979 ) within XSPEC version 12.10.1f (Arnaud 1996 ). 
Swift also observed the field of NGC 2663 with its UV–optical

elescope (UV O T, Roming et al. 2005 ) in its u and uvw1 filters
uring each observation (central wavelengths are 3465 and 2600 Å,
espectively). The magnitudes and fluxes were determined with the
V O T tool uvotsource with a source extraction radius of 3 arcsec

nd the aperture was corrected by the aperture parameter set to
percorr = curveofgrowth . The most recent calibration files were
sed as described in Poole et al. ( 2008 ) and Breeveld et al. ( 2010 ).
he magnitudes were corrected for Galactic reddening ( E (B – V)
 0.312) following equation ( 2 ) in Roming et al. ( 2009 ) using the

eddening curves by Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis ( 1989 ). The results
f Swift observations are presented in Subsection 3.5.2 . 

.8 eROSITA 

GC 2663 was observed with eROSITA (Merloni et al. 2012 ; Predehl
t al. 2021 ), the primary instrument onboard the Russian Spektrum–
 ̈ontgen–Gamma (SRG) mission as part of the first all-sky survey

eRASS1). The observation took place between 2020 May 11 and 18,
nd all seven cameras (TM1–TM7) were operational. Version c946
f the standard eROSITA data processing (Brunner et al. 2021 ) was
sed to retrieve prepared event lists. Source photons were extracted
rom a 60-arcsec region centred on the source, while background
hotons were extracted from an annulus with an inner radius of
40 arcsec and an outer radius of 240 arcsec. There are 48 counts
rom the source detected in the 0.1 −8-keV energy range. The source
nd background spectra were grouped to a minimum of one count
er bin, and Cash statistics (Cash 1979 ) are used in spectral analysis.
he background has been modelled, rather than subtracted from the
ource. Complete analysis and results from eROSITA are presented
n Subsection 3.5.4 . 
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 RESULTS  

GC 2663 is a large and massive elliptical galaxy with stellar mass
f 5.8 × 10 11 M � (Jarrett et al. 2013 ) and radio jets that extend
 v er 43 arcmin across the sky. Assuming a distance to the galaxy of
8.5 Mpc its size corresponds to 355 kpc. To study the distribution of
old neutral hydrogen in and around the galaxy NGC 2663, we used
IPASS data (Barnes et al. 2001 ) which did not show H I emission
or absorption associated with NGC 2663. 
In this section, we present our observational results, and analyse

he properties of the jet and its environment. 

.1 Jet structure 

ig. 1 shows detection of NGC 2663 with MWA, ASKAP and
TCA at three different frequencies, 200, 1520 and 5500 MHz,

espectively. The southern jet has an initial flare as it leaves its host
alaxy, at ∼60 arcsec from the core. The radio jets of NGC 2663
ave an opening angle of ≈ 30 ◦ in the innermost region. After
his initial increase in width, the jet maintains a roughly constant
idth to the outer regions of the jet. Similar jet expansion profiles
f 15 other AGN jets have been reported by Boccardi et al.
 2021 ). 

In the southern jet (left-hand panel in Fig. 2 ), we see at least one and
lausibly three regions (knots) in which the jet increases significantly
n brightness. These are located at ∼295, ∼530, and ∼690 arcsec
41, 73, and 95 kpc) from the core. They resemble similar features as
n other AGN jets that are identified as (re)collimation shocks on pc
cales. Recollimation is characterized by a simultaneous narrowing
nd brightening of the flow, as the flow lines converge, followed by
 broadening and fading of the jet. We will examine this scenario
urther in the next section. 

Fig. 3 shows a positional offset between the NGC 2663 HST centre
at RA(J2000) = 8 h 45 m 8 . s 141 and Dec.(J2000) = 33 ◦47 ′ 41 . ′′ 54) and
LBI (RA(J2000) = 8 h 45 m 8 . s 144 and Dec.(J2000) = 33 ◦47 ′ 41 . ′′ 07;
= 1 mas). This 0.47 ± 0.3 arcsec offset equates to ∼70 pc at the

istance of NGC 2663. At the time of the observations (2007), the
ST pointing accuracy was 0.3 arcsec 4 , which indicates that this
iscrepancy might largely be due to the telescope astrometric error.
o we ver, this shift in position might also indicate that the central
MBH is offset from the optical/IR centre of NGC 2663. This is not
nusual: Makarov et al. ( 2017 ) present astrometric evidence for a
opulation of dislodged AGN. The most massive elliptical galaxies
such as NGC 2663) have low-density cores that differ significantly
rom the high-density centres of less massive ellipticals and the
ulges of disc galaxies (Thomas et al. 2014 ). These low-density
ores are most likely the result of SMBH binary mergers, which

https://hst-docs.stsci.edu/drizzpac/chapter-24-astrometric-informationin-the-header/4-5-absolute-astrometry


Collimation of the kiloparsec-scale radio jets in NGC 2663 1869 

Figure 1. NGC 2663 images of MWA centred at 200 MHz shown, on the left-hand panel, and ASKAP at 1520 MHz in the middle panel show potential 
recollimation knots in the southern jet. Right-hand panel: High-frequency ATCA image centred at 5500 MHz did not detect anything in that region. 
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epopulate galaxy centres by gravitationally sling-shotting central 
tars outward. Such binaries naturally form in mergers of luminous 
alaxies (Thomas et al. 2014 ). Alternati vely, this of fset might be due
o the VLBA detecting an inner knot of the radio jet rather than the
alaxy nucleus. 

.2 Polarization and rotation measure 

e made images of I, Q, and U polarization and apparent magnetic
eld direction, the latter by correcting the observed angles for 
araday rotation determined from the two frequencies, when the 
M could be reliably determined. 
Fig. 4 shows dominant linear polarization along the jets. It shows

n interesting feature where fractional polarization is highest along 
he ridge line and drops towards the edge of the jet. In the southern
et around ∼40 kpc fractional polarization significantly increases in 
he region where the knot appears to be. 

Fig. 5 shows a map of RM and total intensity image o v erlaid with
ontours of the Stokes I image and magnetic field vectors (magenta 
ines) which are predominantly oriented transverse to the jet axis, 
hich is expected in FR I jets (Kronberg 1994 ). Ho we ver, the
agnetic field vectors in the knot are aligned with the jet direction.

n the northern jet and the inner portion of the southern jet we
alculate similar narrow distributions of RM with a mean of ∼ 66 
ad m 

−2 , at approximately 2 arcmin from the core in the southern
et the distribution of RM broadens with a mean of ∼ 105 rad m 

−2 .
his suggests that radiation originating from the southern jet passes 

hrough more surrounding material which suggests that NGC 2663 
s slightly inclined to the plane of the sky, with the northern jet
ointing towards us (Garrington et al. 1988 ). Using the CIRADA
utout server 5 we obtained the expected Galactic foreground rotation 
easure at the position of NGC 2663. The northern side shows 67 ± 7

ad m 

−2 , while the southern side of the NGC 2663 has Galactic
oreground emission of 70 ± 7 rad m 

−2 (Hutschenreuter et al. 2022 ).

.3 Spectral index 

he spectral index of NGC 2663, defined using F ν ∝ να , was calcu-
ated using images obtained with the MWA at 200 MHz and ASKAP
t 1500 MHz convolved to the same resolution of 64.4 × 49.0 arcsec 2 .
e performed 1D Gaussian fits to cuts perpendicular to the jet axes

n the two images and used their peak brightnesses to get the indices.
n the bottom panel of Fig. 2 , we show the distribution of the spectral
ndex along both jets where the southern jet is on the left-hand
anel. The NGC 2663 jets have a spectral index of α = −0.42 for
p to ∼200 arcsec ( ∼40 kpc) on each side of the core, far beyond
f what would be expected from a compact core alone. It is flatter
han in other AGN jets on kpc scales (see: Katz-Stone & Rudnick
997 , Laing et al. 2008a , Laing et al. 2008b , Cantwell et al. 2020 ).
e note that spectra of the base of the jets using higher resolution,

igher frequency observations from ATCA (5500 and 9000 MHz) 
how spectral indices of ∼ –0.3 in this region. Observations at other
ow frequencies would be needed to confirm the apparent spectral 
urvature. 

Further along the southern jet in a region from 200 to 400 arcsec
40–80 kpc; marked with the pink dashed line on Fig. 2 ) the spectrum
harply steepens to α = −0.62 before flattening to about α = −0.5 at
MNRAS 516, 1865–1880 (2022) 
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Figure 2. Top panel: Peak brightness, measured from ASKAP data, as a function of the distance from the core. Middle panel: ASKAP image of NGC 2663 
with the southern jet, on the left-hand side. Side lobes abo v e and below the centre of the jet, and a point source, have been masked. The centre black line is the 
ridge-line of the jet, found as a result of the Gaussian fitting. Bottom panel: spectral index calculated after convolving image from ASKAP 1500 MHz to the 
resolution of MWA 200-MHz image with beam size of 64.4 × 49.0 arcsec 2 . 
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he first knot. We observe a similar effect in regions 400 to 600 arcsec
red dashed line in Fig. 2 ), 600–800 arcsec (dark red dashed line in
ig. 2 ) and even beyond 800 arcsec from the core of NGC 2663.
his may indicate that the jet has been re-energized at the knots.

n the north, the spectral index steepens to α ≈ −0.9, with the
NRAS 516, 1865–1880 (2022) 
teepening le veling of f further out. These steepening patterns likely
epresent a combination of spectral losses and changing magnetic
elds. Ho we ver, with the current data, it is not possible to tell whether

he leveling off and flattening requires particle acceleration or can
imply be explained by changes in the magnetic field strength. 
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Figure 3. HST image (grey scale) of NGC 2663 central part (core) o v erlaid with the ASKAP contours (blue; 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, and 110 mJy beam 

−1 ). The 
red dot indicates the position of the NGC 2663 VLBA core. The resolution of the HST image is 50 mas, while the VLBA 8646-MHz image beam size is 
1.13 × 0.74 mas. 

Figure 4. Left-hand panel: fractional polarization of NGC 2663 obtained with ASKAP. The highest fractional polarization occurs along the ridge line and 
drops towards the edges. Right-hand panel: polarization intensity obtained with ASKAP. Teal contours represent total intensity at 5 σ and 50 σ with σ = 48 Jy 
beam 

−1 , while white contours are taken from the polarization intensity map at (5, 30, 70) × , with = 93 Jy beam 

−1 . The beam size is shown in the bottom left 
corner as a blue circle (6 × 6 arcsec 2 ). 
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.4 Host galaxy: WISE 

ig. 6 (left-hand panel) shows the mid-infrared view from WISE using 
he stellar-sensitive bands at 3.4 μm (W1) and 4.6 μm (W2), and the
SM sensitive band at 12 μm (W3). They reveal that NGC 2663
s a typical red-and-dead elliptical galaxy. It shows little evidence 
f star formation or a gas disc. It is nearly dust-free. The central
egion is detected in the 12- and 22- μm bands. This emission arises
rom the old stellar population, and likely, from warm/hot dust in the
GN (Cluver et al. 2017 ), which is consistent with lo w-po wer FR I

GN being radiatively inefficient (Hine & Longair 1979 ). Infrared 
bserv ations from WISE sho w no sign of dust associated with the
MBH accretion disc. 
MNRAS 516, 1865–1880 (2022) 
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rad m-2

Figure 5. Left-hand panel: RM colour map of NGC 2663 corresponding to peak polarization intensity after RM synthesis o v erlaid with black contours which 
are taken from the total intensity map at (5, 50) × , with = 48 Jy beam 

−1 . Right-hand panel: Total intensity image o v erlaid with magnetic field vectors derived 
after RM correction (magenta lines), contours are identical to theones in Fig. 3 , beam size is (6 × 6 arcsec 2 ). 
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The host galaxy is very bright and luminous, and dominates any
adiation from the AGN. Fig. 6 (right-hand panel) shows the axi-
ymmetric radial surface brightness profile of stellar light, from
hich we see that NGC 2663’s elliptical shape has a bulge-to-total

atio of 0.82, and hence is dominated by the bulge/spheroidal stellar
opulation (Jarrett et al. 2013 , 2019 ). 

.5 X-ray emission 

n analysis of the X-ray emission from NGC 2663 as observed
ith three different instruments shows complementary results. The

nvironment surrounding NGC 2663 is rarefied: There is no diffuse
mission except in the vicinity of the core. No X-ray emission is
etected from the jet. This is certainly unusual for AGN, and is
iscussed more in the following sections. 
NRAS 516, 1865–1880 (2022) 
.5.1 Chandra X-Ray observatory 

 Chandra image of NGC 2663 is presented in Fig. 7 with ASKAP
adio contours. The three-colour image indicates that the central
ource produces a mixture of emission from the soft and medium
nergy bands (corresponding to energies of 0.5–1.2 and 1.2–2.0 keV,
espectively). The emission appears to be elongated in the same
irection as the radio jets. 
A Chandra spectrum corresponding to the central region of

GC 2663 was extracted using a circular region centred at
A (J2000.0) = 08 h 45 m 08 . s 1 and Dec. (J2000.0) = −33 ◦47 ′ 42 . ′′ 1
ith radius of 8.5 arcsec. A background spectrum was extracted

rom an annular region centred on the source region: the radius of
his background extraction region was 14 arcsec. The spectrum was
tted o v er the energy range from 0.7 to 3.0 keV with a combined

art/stac2012_f5.eps
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Figure 6. Left-hand panel : colour-composite of the WISE image of NGC 2663 using a combined W1 (3.4 μm; blue), W2 (4.6 μm; green) and W3 (12 μm; red) 
imaging. The radio continuum from ASKAP (1520 MHz) is shown with red contours ranging from 0.15, 0.25, 0.5, 2.5, and 5 mJy beam 

−1 . Right-hand panel: 
W1 azimuthally averaged radial surface brightness distribution (black point), o v erlaid with a double-sersic bulge (blue) + disc (orange) model (Jarrett et al. 
2019 ). The 1 σ isophotal radius is denoted by the red triangle. The bulge-to-total ratio is 0.82, indicating a bulge-dominated host galaxy. 

Figure 7. Chandra three-colour X-ray image of NGC 2663 with ASKAP 
contours o v erlaid. The red, green, and blue colour scale corresponds to soft 
X-ray (0.5–1.2 keV), medium X-ray (1.2–2.0 keV) and hard X-ray (2.0–
7.0 keV) emission, respectively. Emission is detected in the close vicinity of 
the BH and dominant in soft and medium bands, 0.5–2 keV. White contours 
are obtained from ASKAP total intensity image at 0.04 mJy, the cyan circle 
represent source extraction region of 8.5 arcsec radius, while the magenta 
annulus between 8.5 and 22.5 arcsec represents background extraction region. 
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odel including the thermal component MEKAL which describes an 
mission spectrum from a hot diffuse gas (Mewe, Gronenschild & 

an den Oord 1985 ; Mewe, Lemen & van den Oord 1986 ; Kaastra
992 ; Liedahl, Osterheld & Goldstein 1995 ) and a power law
omponent. The combined model was multiplied by the T ̈ubingen–
oulder absorption model TBABS with elemental abundances as 

abulated by Wilms, Allen & McCray ( 2000 )) fixed to the Galactic
olumn density N H = 2.35 × 10 21 cm 

−2 (Kalberla et al. 2005 ). In
ddition, for the fit parameters of the MEKAL model, the elemental 
bundances were frozen to solar values and the redshift was frozen 
o our adopted redshift value for NGC 2663 (that is, z = 0.007 01).
sing this combined model, a statistically acceptable fit was obtained 
C-Statistic of 8.22 for 9 degrees of freedom). The fitted value of the
emperature of the MEKAL component was kT = 0 . 51 + 0 . 16 

−0 . 20 keV and
he fitted value of the photon index of the power law component
as � = 2 . 36 + 0 . 77 

−0 . 88 (quoted error bounds correspond to 90 per cent
onfidence limits). 

The e xtracted Chandr a spectrum as fit with this combined model
s presented in Fig. 8 . The measured unabsorbed flux of this source
 v er the energy range given above is 2.77 × 10 −16 W m 

−2 . At the
dopted distance to this source z = 0.007 01 and assuming a Hubble’s
onstant value of 70 km s -1 Mpc -1 , this unabsorbed flux corresponds

o an unabsorbed luminosity of 2.91 × 10 3 3 W. 
We have also conducted a timing analysis of the X-ray emission

rom this region using the CIAO tool glvary to search for time vari-
bility in the X-ray emission from this source during the observation.
his tool is based on the Gregory–Loredo method for identifying 
ariability in the X-ray emission from sources (Gregory & Loredo 
992 ). Analysis with this tool indicated no evidence for time-variable
-ray emission. 
MNRAS 516, 1865–1880 (2022) 
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Figure 9. Smoothed eROSITA X-ray image of NGC 2663 where red 
corresponds to the 0.2 −0.6-keV band, green is the 0.6 −2.3-keV band, and 
blue is the 2.3 −5-keV band. Contours are also o v erplotted, the X-ray contours 
from the eROSITA ‘Green’ image with energies 0.6 −2.3 keV shown in green 
and radio contours from ASKAP at 1, 3, 5, 8, 15, and 27 mJy beam 

−1 shown 
in white. 
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Figure 10. Top panel: source (black squares) and background (red circles) 
eROSITA spectra for NGC 2663. Spectra have been re-binned in XSPEC 

for clarity. The source is brightest from ∼0.6 −3 keV, and is background 
dominated at lower and higher energies. Middle panel: residuals (data/model) 
from an absorbed power-law fit. Bottom panel: residuals (data/model) from 

the absorbed MEKAL model. 
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.5.2 X-ray Swift 

he X-ray spectrum from the Swift X-Ray Telescope was fitted with
 single power law model with the absorption at z = 0 fixed to
he Galactic column density N H = 2.35 × 10 21 cm 

−2 (Kalberla
t al. 2005 ) resulting in a photon index � = 2 . 37 + 2 . 23 

−1 . 46 . The observed
ux in the 0.3–10-keV band is 2.7 + 2 . 0 

−0 . 9 × 10 −16 W m 

−2 which is
.0 × 10 −16 W m 

−2 corrected for Galactic absorption. Given the
GC 2663 distance of 28.5 Mpc, the luminosity of the source is
 × 10 33 W. 

.5.3 UV Swift 

he magnitudes in u and uvw1 in the Swift UV O T in the first
bservation were 16.41 ± 0.05 (14.71) mag and 17.58 ± 0.10
15.45) mag, respectively, with the values in parenthesis denoting
he magnitudes corrected for Galactic reddening. The measurements
f the second observation do not suggest any variability in the UV
etween the two observations. 

.5.4 eROSITA 

ig. 9 shows the smoothed three-colour X-ray image from eRASS1,
here red corresponds to the 0.2 −0.6-keV band, green is the
.6 −2.3-keV band, and blue is the 2.3 −5-keV band. The blue and
ed (soft and hard) events in the image correspond to individual
hotons and are therefore associated with the X-ray background and
ot to real detected sources. The source is centred in the image,
nd is most significantly detected in the 0.6 −2.3-keV band and
hus shown primarily in green. Overplotted on the image are the
-ray contours from eROSITA (shown in green) and radio contours

shown in white). The core of NGC 2663 is detected with eROSITA,
nd the innermost radio position is matched with X-ray contours.
here is no evidence for X-ray emission from NGC 2663 beyond the
alaxy core, nor is there X-ray emission from a surrounding group 
edium. 
The top panel of Fig. 10 shows the source (black squares) and

ackground (red circles) spectra acquired by eROSITA. Spectra have
NRAS 516, 1865–1880 (2022) 
een re-binned in XSPEC for clarity. The source appears background
ominated abo v e ∼3.5 k eV, as well as below ∼0.6 k eV; lik ely due
o the high level of Galactic absorption (see 3.5.1 ). The middle panel
hows the residuals (data/model) from a power law modified by
alactic absorption. The data are o v erfit by this model, with a C-

tatistic of 59 for 109 degrees of freedom. A best-fitting photon index
f � = 2 . 67 + 0 . 66 

−0 . 49 is measured, in agreement with both Chandra and
wift . This corresponds to a 0.3 −10-keV luminosity of 1.2 × 10 34 W,
 factor of ∼2 higher than the luminosity from the Swift observation
nd about five times higher than the one detected with Chandra.
his value is slightly lower than what is likely to be observed in
 typical AGN. Furthermore, an examination of the 0.5 −2.3-keV
ight curve shows no evidence for variability o v er the course of the 
bservation. 
The eROSITA analysis is highly sensitive to the soft band, seems

o prefer an ionized plasma origin for the emission rather than a
urely jet-based origin. The ionized plasma may only be due to the
ost galaxy plasma, or star formation, or a combination of both. From
he power-law fit, clear positive and negative residuals remain across
he spectrum. To model this, the power-law component is replaced
ith MEKAL , to model emission from hot, diffuse gas (Liedahl et al.
995 ). The residuals are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 10 . The
t impro v es by a � C of 6 for no additional de grees of freedom, and
any of the residuals improve. Furthermore, the best-fitting plasma

emperature of kT = 0 . 68 + 0 . 16 
−0 . 10 keV and 0.5 −2-keV luminosity of

.5 × 10 33 W are in agreement with those seen in hot, diffuse gas of
LAGN (Franceschini et al. 2003 ). 
Using the same data, we also fitted the combined model, MEKAL

omponent and an absorbed power law. From this analysis, we got a
emperature of T = 0.56 keV and a photon index of � = 2.04. The
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ayesian evidence for the ( MEKAL + power law) model is −431 and
418 for MEKAL alone, where the lower number indicates a better fit.
he reason MEKAL model is a better fit is probably because the MEKAL

omponent dominates the soft spectral shape where the eROSITA is 
ighly sensitive, while the combined ( MEKAL + power law) model 
s too complex for the given data. The slight difference between 
handra and eROSITA might also indicate that the NGC 2663 varied 
etween the two observations. 

 DISCUSSION  

he multifrequency appearance of NGC 2663 raises a number of 
uestions about the physical causes that determine the size and shape 
f its AGN jet. Why is it so large, and why does it seem to recollimate?
hat combination of nature (the AGN) and nurture (the galactic and 

ntergalactic environment) best explains its properties? It is quite 
mportant for our understanding of jet physics to establish whether 
ecollimation – the physical, rather than merely apparent, narrowing 
f the jet – is taking place. NGC 2663 provides us one of the best
urrent opportunities to do that, so we examine this possibility in 
etail. We will first present the case for recollimation, and then 
onsider some alternative mechanisms. 

.1 Bright knots: recollimation? 

s some of the terms rele v ant for this discussion are not used
onsistently in the literature, we start with some definitions. We 
ssume that, following an initial magnetically dominated acceleration 
hase on parsec scales, a conical, hydrodynamic jet emerges with a 
ertain opening half-angle θ (as in, for example, M 87; Asada et al.
014 ). 
Collimation occurs if, for internal or external reasons, the jet 

ecomes c ylindrical, trav elling with an approximately fix ed width. 
any (perhaps most) AGN jets, after an initial widening stage, 

re observed to travel large distances without observably diverging 
Condon et al. 2021 ), suggesting nearly parallel streamlines in the 
et fluid. 

Recollimation occurs when an already collimated jet narrows 
rather than merely straightens). This has elsewhere been called 
econfinement or pinching. This may occur because of external, 
nvironmental forces on the jet, or because of internal forces or
nstabilities in the jet. 

Fig. 11 (top panel) shows the FWHM width of the jet (black solid
ine) and the peak brightness (dashed line) of a cross-section, as a
unction of the distance from the core, for both jets of NGC 2663.
hese quantities are calculated by least-squares fitting a Gaussian 

o each vertical column of pixels. This gives the position of the
idge-line of the jet, the peak brightness along the ridge-line, and the
WHM width of the jet. The fitting function also gives the errors

n the top plot; in addition, the peak brightness error includes the
ontribution of background noise. 

We see that at ∼295 arcsec ( ∼43 kpc) from the core, the FWHM
f the southern jet simultaneously narrows while the jet brightens. 
o we ver, lo wer brightness contours show a relatively constant width

Section 4.2 ). Further brightening is seen at ∼530 and ∼690 arcsec
 ∼73, ∼95 kpc), with marginal e vidence for a narro wing of the
WHM width of the jet at these positions. 
The environment of the jet plays a crucial role in its evolution.

he initially relativistic jet may entrain external material and slow 

own; this entrainment can be mediated by either Kelvin–Helmholtz 
nstabilities (in the case of ambient gas) or stellar winds (Bicknell 
994 ; Perucho et al. 2006 ; Wykes et al. 2015 ; Komissarov &
orth 2021 ). The final morphology of jet-inflated structures depends 
ensitively on this jet-environment interaction: jets which manage 
o stay relativistic form powerful FR II edge-brightened structures, 
hile the slower entrained jets form edge-darkened FR I ’s, of either

etted or lobed morphology (Hardcastle 2018 ). 
To interpret the observed knots as recollimation shocks requires 

 combination of low ( ≤0.01 c ) jet velocity and poor environment
 n x ∼ 0 . 001 cm 

−3 ). 
Alexander ( 2006 ) and Krause et al. ( 2012 ) used a combination

f analytical and numerical modelling to relate jet and environment 
roperties to the final radio source morphology which is shown in
he following equation: 

 1 a = 13 kpc 

(
f θ

1 . 9 

)( v j 

0 . 1 c 

)−1 / 2 
(

Q jet 

10 36 W 

)1 / 2 

×
( n x 

0 . 001 cm 

−3 

)−1 / 2 
(

c x 

500 km / s 

)−3 / 2 

. (1) 

L 1 a corresponds to the onset of jet recollimation, identified as the
ocation where the jet sideways ram pressure and ambient pressure 
ecome equal. The jet becomes collimated before its forward ram 

ressure drops to the ambient value; such a collimated jet can
drill through’ the surrounding gas, inflating an FR-II structure. 
onversely, if the jet runs out of forward thrust before recollimation

s complete, it will be disrupted and form an FR I structure. 
Hence, a typical FR I jet in a low-density environment is expected

o show signs of recollimation on scales of ∼10 kiloparsecs. Richer
nvironments, such as galaxy clusters, will yield collimation length- 
cales shorter by a factor n −1 / 2 

x , corresponding to ∼1 kpc in clusters.
Whether the environment density of NGC 2663 is sufficiently low 

or such large recollimation scales may be probed using rotation 
easure observations in the future. 

.2 Bright knots: internal jet structure? 

ould the bright knots in the jet of NGC 2663 result from processes
hat are internal to the jet itself? In simulations and analytic models,
ets can be surrounded by a cocoon or sheath of o v erpressurized

aterial, through which a narrower spine continues to travel (Laing &
ridle 2014 ). 
If the jet has this kind of internal structure, the simultaneous

rightening and narrowing of the knots can be explained without 
ny evolution in the actual width of the jet. When the jet is relatively
aint, the FWHM is measuring the width of the (wider) sheath of the
et. But if the spine brightens (for some reason) in a certain region,
he FWHM measures the width of the (narrower) spine only. In this
cenario, the bright knots in the jet of NGC 2663 reveal the existence
f a narrow spine, rather than resulting from the constriction of the
et by its environment. 

Observ ational e vidence rele v ant to this scenario comes from
onsidering the isophotal width of the jet, looking for multiple 
omponents in cross-sectional slices, and the linear polarization 
tructure. 

Fig. 11 (bottom panel) shows the isophotal width. The middle 
anel shows the ASKAP brightness image of NGC 2663, where the
wo lowest contours in the bottom plot are 3 σ and 5 σ abo v e the back-
round noise. The 3 σ and 5 σ brightness contours show a remarkably
onstant width between ∼150 and 600 arcsec ( ∼20 −80 kpc),
eemingly oblivious to the rapid, four-fold brightening and fading 
f the spine of the jet. This can be seen in the bottom panel, which
hows the isophotal width of the 3 σ (solid black line) and 5 σ (solid
rey line) ASKAP brightness contours. This striking constancy of 
MNRAS 516, 1865–1880 (2022) 
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Figure 11. Top panel : FWHM jet width (solid) and peak brightness (dashed), measured from the ASKAP data, as a function of the distance from the core. 
These quantities are calculated by least-squares fitting a Gaussian to each vertical column of pixels. This gives the location of the ridge-line of the jet, the peak 
brightness along the ridge-line, and the FWHM width of the jet. Middle panel: ASKAP image of NGC 2663 with southern jet, on the left-hand side. The two 
lowest contours in the bottom plot are 3 σ and 5 σ abo v e the background noise. Side lobes abo v e and below the centre of the jet, and a point source, have been 
masked. The solid black line is the ridgeline of the jet, found as part of the Gaussian fitting. Bottom panel: Isophotal (constant brightness) width of the jet, 
measured from ASKAP observations, of the 3 σ (black line) and 5 σ (grey) contours, where σ is the background noise. The dashed line shows the peak brightness 
of the ridge-line of the jet. 
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he isophotal width is consistent with a component of the jet that is

ecoupled from the cause of the brightening of the knot. Ho we ver,
he evolution of the brightness of the jet – with changing density,
nternal and external pressure, magnetic field, temperature, etc. –
akes a contour of fixed brightness difficult to interpret. 
Fig. 12 shows slices in brightness across various sections of the jet,

ach 16-arcsec thick. Comparing K1 (black) with rescaled versions
NRAS 516, 1865–1880 (2022) 
f the jet upstream (dark grey) and downstream (light grey) show that
he bright knot is not just a brighter version of the background jet – it is
arrower. The black lines do not show an obvious spine-sheath struc-
ure, as a single Gaussian is a reasonable fit. Attempts at a two Gaus-
ian fit did not find a second, wider underlying Gaussian. At most, the
ottom black data show a narrower peak and broader sides than the
ingle Gaussian, which may indicate a more complicated structure. 
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Figure 12. Cross-sections of the Southern jet of NGC 2663 at various places 
in the jet. The black crosses show observations of the bright knot K1, for 
locations of the slices shown in the right panel. Solid lines show one-Gaussian 
fits to the data. The northern and southern black crosses and lines are offset 
from zero by 4 × 10 −4 Jy beam 

–1 . The dark grey crosses (data) and line (fit) 
shows the jet upstream from the knot (labelled A). The light grey crosses 
(data) and line (fit) shows the jet downstream from the knot (labelled B). The 
grey dashed lines are the same as the grey solid lines, except that they are 
vertically scaled to the same height as the black line. 
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Figure 13. The effect of light travel time on the apparent position of two 
bright spots. The observer on Earth is located to the right, and the jet is 
orientated at an angle θ to the plane of the sky. Jet material is ejected from 

the AGN core at the same time and same speed in opposite directions. The 
relationship between the angle θ , the jet velocity β jet , and the ratio x 2 / x 1 is 
given in equation ( 2 ). 
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Fig. 4 (left-hand panel) shows the fractional polarization image 
f NGC 2663 which shows that the linear polarization decreases 
owards the edge of the jet. Previous studies of polarization inside 
he jets have shown that fractional polarization tends to increase near 
he jet edge (e.g. Lloyd & Jones 2002 ; Roberts, Wardle & Marchenko
013 ), i.e. the opposite of what we see here. This most likely indicates
n unusual magnetic field in the jet, possibly with an inner coherent
eld giving way to a mixed, more complex field in the outer sheath.
his may indicate the confinement of the jet by large-scale magnetic 
elds, rather than purely thermal pressure of the environment. 
In summary, our observations of the jet are consistent with a core-

heath structure, but this interpretation is far from demanded by the 
ata. A more complete model of this scenario will need to explain
hy the spine brightens. 

.3 Bright knots: varying jet power? 

f the power of the jet source varies significantly, then past periods
f high output will appear later as brighter spots in the jet. If the
ets are approximately symmetric at their source, then a bright- 
pot should appear in both jets. Ho we ver, projection and light travel
ffects mean that the spots will appear at different distances from the
ore. 

Fig. 13 shows the geometry of the projection effect. Assume that 
he upper jet is oriented towards the observer. Jet material is ejected
rom the AGN core at the same time and same speed ( β jet = v jet / c )
n opposite directions. The lower jet material travels to apparent 
osition x 1 and emits light toward the observer. The upper jet material
ravels somewhat further to x 2 , before also emitting light toward the
bserver. These light beams arrive at the observer at the same time.
he relationship between the angle θ , the jet velocity β jet , and the

atio x 2 / x 1 is 

x 2 

x 1 
= 

1 + βjet sin θ

1 − βjet sin θ
. (2) 

We can see in Fig. 5 that the southern jet (with the recollimation
pot) has a larger RM, indicating that its light has passed through
 larger column of magnetoionic medium (Garrington et al. 1988 ).
hese electrons are plausibly in the immediate environment of the 

et; thus, the southern jet is oriented away from us. It follows that, if
here is a corresponding bright-spot on the northern jet, it will appear
o be further away from the core than bright spots in the southern jet.
nfortunately, given the faintness of the northern jet, evidence for 
right spots is marginal at best. 
This scenario might explain why the northern jet, which seems to

e pointing towards us, is fainter than the southern jet. The northern
et is older; or, more precisely, we are observing the northern jet at
 later time than the southern jet. If the jet is fading with time, then
his will more significantly affect our observations of the northern 
et. Ho we ver, without a specific model of the structure and evolution
f the jet, it is difficult to be precise about the magnitude of this
f fect, relati ve to relati vistic beaming, absorption by the intervening
edium, and the asymmetry of the environment. 
Further, it is not clear whether periods of higher output from the jet

ould correspond to a narrower bright-spot than the rest of the jet.
nless the extra power also narrows the opening angle of the jet, we
ight expect more energetic regions of the outflow to be less affected

y their environment as they travel, and so be broader than the
ess energetic regions. This is marginal evidence for a recollimation 
cenario o v er varying jet power. Exploring this scenario would be
MNRAS 516, 1865–1880 (2022) 
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Figure 14. Simulated ASKAP images of NGC 2663, observed as if the 
source was placed at the redshift shown in each panel. The top panel is the 
original ASKAP brightness image, without any smoothing, and with side 
lobes abo v e and below the jet are masked. 
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ided by simulations, and could be analysed statistically based on a
arge sample of jets. 

 DETECTA BILITY  WITH  DISTANCE  

s noted in the introduction, AGN feedback plays a crucial role in
alaxy formation, impacting the flow of potentially star-forming gas
round large galaxies. The evolutionary map of the Universe (EMU)
urv e y has and will continue to observe sources such as NGC 2663,
hich offer an opportunity to directly observe the effect of AGN jets
n their environment, and vice versa. 
To anticipate the results of the wider EMU surv e y, we calculate

hat NGC 2663 would look like if it were situated at a range of
edshifts. Given that NGC 2663 is located at z 0 = 0.007, we produce
ts image at redshift z as follows: 

(i) Parts of the original image that are below the one-sigma noise
evel are removed to produce an image that approximates the ‘signal’.

(ii) Pixelate the image to increase the physical resolution scale by
 A ( z)/ r A ( z 0 ), where r A is the angular diameter distance. 

(iii) Rescale the brightness of each pixel proportional to (1 +
) −(3 + α) , where the spectral index is taken to be constant α = −0.7.

(iv) Add Gaussian noise with the same amplitude as the original
mage, with a spatial scale given by the new pixel size. 

Fig. 14 shows simulated images of NGC 2663, observed as if the
ource was placed at the redshift shown in each panel. In the top
anel (the original image), side lobes abo v e and below the jet are
asked. The broad features of the jet are still visible at z = 0.05,

ut by z = 0.1 the evidence for a brightening of the southern jet is
arginal at best. At z = 0.5, the source is detectable but a jet cannot

e identified. 
The recently completed EMU pilot surv e y, which presents only

.3 per cent of the total area that will be co v ered by the full EMU
urv e y (Norris et al. 2021 ), has revealed a number of excellent
NRAS 516, 1865–1880 (2022) 
andidates for recollimating AGN jets. The EMU project is a new-
eneration radio surv e y observing the entire southern sky of Dec.
 0 ◦, using ASKAP. It co v ers approximately one-hundredth of area

f the planned total EMU surv e y. In addition, the volume of the
niverse out to z = 0.1 is about 10 3 times larger than the volume
ut to NGC 2663. We expect future observations from EMU as well
s the ongoing VLA Sk y Surv e y (VLASS; Lac y et al. 2020 ) and
OFAR Two-Metre Sky Survey (LoTSS Shimwell et al. 2022 ) will
ro vide man y more e xamples of resolv ed AGN jets (e.g. Mingo et al.
019 ), with which we can test our understanding of their physics and
ffect on their environment. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this paper, we report the disco v ery of one of the largest AGN jets in
he nearby Universe, associated with the elliptical galaxy NGC 2663.
n summary, we found that: 

(i) Radio observations with ASKAP, MWA, and ATCA reveal two
ppositely directed radio jets that span 355 kpc around the otherwise
ypical red-and-dead elliptical galaxy NGC 2663. 

(ii) X-ray observations with eROSITA, Chandra and Swift show
hat NGC 2663 is located in a rarefied environment, with no diffuse
mission. 

(iii) The jet is remarkably linear o v er its entire length, which is
lso consistent with a low-density environment on Mpc scales. 

(iv) The southern jet shows at least one possible example of
arrowing and simultaneous brightening of the jet. This is possibly
ndicative of recollimation of the jet by external, environmental
ressure. The large recollimation scale (40 kpc) would be consistent
ith a slow jet in a low-pressure environment. 
(v) Our observations of the jet could also be explained by a jet

ith variable power; the brightness of the jet is a record of the past
ctivity of the source. However, it is not clear that this would also
roduce a narrower region of the jet. 
(vi) The fractional polarization of radio emission shows a be-

aviour uncommon for AGN jets: instead of increasing at the edges,
t decreases. This may suggest a complicated internal jet structure,
ather than external recollimation. 
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